
China: three models of development by Michael Roberts 1 

Abstract: 2 

In the past 40 years, China's growth has been phenomenal. And since the global financial 3 

crisis and the Great Recession in the major capitalist economies, China has continued to 4 

close the output gap with the leading capitalist economies. Will China continue to catch up in 5 

the next 40 years or will it suffer the fate of the so-called 'middle income trap' experienced by 6 

other 'emerging' economies? 7 

The paper considers three possible models of development as offered by: neoclassical growth 8 

theory; Keynesian-style forced investment; and a Marxian model based on the law of value 9 

and profitability. The neoclassical model highlights China’s comparative advantage of cheap 10 

and plentiful labour; the Keynesian model concentrates on the role of China’s high 11 

investment ratio; the Marxist model emphasises China’s exceptional restriction of the law of 12 

value in capitalist production: or 'socialism with Chinese characteristics'. 13 

 14 

President Xi Jinping is now China’s most powerful leader since Mao Zedong.  Like Mao, Xi 15 

now has his own ‘body of political thought’ carrying his name as added to the Communist 16 

party’s constitution after the 19th party congress at which Xi pledged to lead the world’s 17 

second largest economy into a “new era of international power and influence”. 18 

In the past 40 years, China’s growth has been phenomenal.  And since the global financial 19 

crisis and the Great Recession in the major capitalist economies, China has continued to close 20 

the output gap with the leading capitalist economies. On World Bank data, China’s industrial 21 

production in 2007 was only 60 % of the US level, whereas by 2011 it was 121 %. China’s 22 

industrial production has risen from being less than two-thirds of the US to overtaking the US 23 

by a substantial margin. In those six years China’s industrial output almost doubled while 24 

industrial production in the US, Europe and Japan did not even regain pre-crisis levels (Ross, 25 

2013). 26 

No country has ever grown so fast and been so large (with 19% of the world’s population) – 27 

only India, with 16 % of the world’s people, is close. Back in the early 1980s, three-quarters 28 

of the world’s people were better off than the average Chinese.  Now only 31 % are. In 2010, 29 

87 countries had a higher per capita GDP than China, but 83 were lower. This is an 30 

achievement without precedent. 31 

Even if China’s average real economic growth were to slow from hereon to about 6 % a year 32 

instead of the double-digit expansion of the last decade, the gap with the G7 economies 33 

would continue to narrow.  China’s working population has now peaked, but there are still 34 

hundreds of millions of rural workers and peasants to be incorporated into the industrial 35 

machine; and China is still sucking up as much of the world’s raw materials as it needs to 36 

sustain its expansion.   37 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/xi-jinping
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/oct/18/xi-jinping-speech-new-era-chinese-power-party-congress


There is no other way to describe it: China is exceptional in the history of economic 38 

development over the last 250 years, surpassing even the earlier economic miracles of Asian 39 

economies like Japan or Korea.  China’s share of global income has increased from less than 40 

3 % in 1968 to nearly 15 % in 2016, with most of that increase occurring only after 2002. 41 

Indeed, the change in China’s share alone explains 87 % of the entire decline in the share of 42 

the advanced economies in the period 1980–2015. India is nowhere compared to China. 43 

 44 

Source: World Bank, Author’s calculations 45 

As a result of this exceptional growth in output and incomes, over 800 million Chinese have 46 

been taken out of poverty, as defined by the World Bank, while other huge ‘developing’ 47 

economies have made little progress. 48 
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 49 

Source: World Bank 50 

What explains this miracle?  There are several explanations that have been offered.  This 51 

paper aims at analysing these explanations as though they were models of development.  In 52 

this way, the explanations for China’s economic explosion and the prospects for the future 53 

are better drawn out.  54 

The neoclassical ‘comparative advantage’ model 55 

The consensus view is based on the neoclassical model of growth. World Bank economist 56 

Lin (2012) argues that China’s miracle is down to a switch in economic policy under Deng 57 

Xiaoping in the late 1970s away from what he calls a comparative advantage defying strategy 58 

(CAD) towards a comparative advantage following strategy (CAF). By this he means that 59 

China’s leaders realised that the bias in state intervention towards developing heavy industry 60 

at the expense of agriculture, or increasing capital inputs instead of using the plentiful 61 

supplies of cheap labour eventually created distortions in the prices of products, weakened 62 

agricultural prices and rural incomes relative to industry, kept consumption too low and 63 

generated over accumulation with low capital productivity.  This led of a range of ‘unviable’ 64 

industries that could not compete in world markets.  But under Deng, China took advantage 65 

of its real comparative advantage, the plentiful labour factor of production.  Economic growth 66 

took off and China competed successfully in world markets through a powerful combination 67 

of foreign investment and cheap labour. 68 

In this view, previously Mao had pursued a wrong strategy. Under Mao, lack of 69 

industrialization, especially large heavy industries that supported military strength, was seen 70 

as the root cause of China's then backwardness. China under Mao gave firms monopoly 71 
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power in heavy industry sectors and subsidized them with lower-priced inputs, often creating 72 

shortages. It allowed China to establish modern industries, test nuclear bombs in the 1960s 73 

and launch satellites in the 1970s. But labour-intensive sectors were repressed and yet that 74 

was where it held a comparative advantage. Thus, efficiency was low and growth prior to 75 

1979 was driven mainly by increased inputs not productivity.  76 

But under Deng, the argument goes, China embarked on a ‘dual-track system’, introducing 77 

reforms in some areas while maintaining the status-quo in others. Farmers were one of the 78 

first beneficiaries. They were allowed to own their land again (collective farms were broken 79 

up) and could set prices for selling their production that exceeded quota obligations sold to 80 

the state at fixed prices. Meanwhile, private enterprises, joint ventures and foreign investment 81 

into labour-intensive sectors were allowed. 82 

According to Lin (2012), you can construct a ‘technological choice index’ based on the 83 

capital intensity of the manufacturing sector to measure a country’s choice of development 84 

strategy. This index can be used to measure how much the economy is distorted by a 85 

government. Given the development stage of a country, the higher this index is, the more an 86 

economy is distorted. Government had to collect heavy explicit taxes from the economic 87 

sectors that were generating a surplus and create direct financial subsidies for the non-viable 88 

industries.  89 

Developing capital-intensive heavy industries was extremely costly and such industries could 90 

not hope to be viable in an open, free market economy. Thus, the government had to distort 91 

the economic institutions and nationalize resources, so as to sustain non-viable industry.  92 

According to Lin (2012) and others following this explanation, this was a flawed 93 

development strategy responsible for the increasing disparities in economic development 94 

among the provinces in China.  95 

The priority industries under this strategy were inconsistent with the comparative advantage 96 

determined by the factor endowments in those provinces. Mao’s ‘leap-forward’ strategy 97 

retarded the functions of market, impeded capital accumulation and hindered technology and 98 

productivity progress in the provinces. Therefore, it was imperative to replace the 99 

comparative advantage-defying (CAD) strategy with a comparative advantage-following 100 

(CAF) strategy. 101 

The key criterion for development must be ‘viability’ in the capitalist market. Lin (2012 102 

p193) defined ‘viability’ as “if, without any external subsidies or protections, a normally 103 

managed enterprise is expected to earn a socially acceptable profit in a free, open, and 104 

competitive market, the enterprise is viable. Otherwise, the enterprise is non-viable.”  If an 105 

enterprise in the long term does not expect to earn a socially acceptable profit, the enterprise 106 

should not be set up or should be driven out of the competitive market. This criterion was 107 

ignored in Mao’s CAD strategy, eventually generating a crisis of production.  108 

But is this neoclassical model a convincing explanation for the take-off of China from the 109 

1980s onwards?  First, China’s economic growth prior to the Deng ‘reforms’ was not poor.  110 

As Lin (2012) himself admits, China’s real GDP increased at an annual average of 6.1 % 111 



from 1952-78. According to the World Bank, China’s economic growth rate was 6.8% 112 

between 1970 and 1979, i.e., more than double that of the US during the same period. If we 113 

exclude the very first years of the People’s Republic from 1952 to 1962—i.e., between the 114 

completion of the unification of the continental territory and the period of the break with the 115 

Soviet Union—there was a recorded average of 8.2 % growth rate in 1963–78, reflecting very 116 

rapid growth even during the Cultural Revolution.(World Bank 2013a) The momentum of the 117 

Chinese economy was reached before Deng.  118 

Second, is the law of comparative advantage useful as model for development? The law 119 

unrealistically assumes perfect mobility of labour. Furthermore, even defining comparative 120 

advantage is problematic. How do you measure the quality of labour or capital?  For 121 

example, how can we decide whether the US is a capital-intensive or labour-intensive 122 

economy, without taking the quality of those inputs into account?   123 

Third, we need market prices to measure comparative advantage. But supposed comparative 124 

advantages are endogenous to other economic factors. Comparative advantages are affected 125 

by trade. But gains from trade come from other mechanisms, including specialization, 126 

increasing returns, or the generation of commercial networks which lead to a later 127 

transmission of ideas and technologies.  128 

Indeed, applying the law of comparative advantage does not mean a smooth equalisation of 129 

incomes and prices between regions within China or between economies through 130 

international trade, as Lin claims.  Instead it can lead to crises and indeed it is crises that even 131 

out the differentials in costs and deliver industries or regions that are ‘unviable’. In other 132 

words, CAF could generate even more volatility and fluctuations in output and prices unless 133 

checked by CAD policy.  134 

The Keynesian investment model 135 

There is a Keynesian explanation as an alternative to the neoclassical market model. In this 136 

model, the key factor in China’s development was not a switch to a policy of ‘comparative 137 

advantage’ under Deng.  In this model, it was not a switch to using cheap labour and allowing 138 

a rise in agricultural prices that allowed China to ‘take off’ but increased investment in 139 

machinery and technology i.e. greater capital inputs.  140 

As total savings necessarily equals total investment, a rising proportion of national savings 141 

therefore necessarily means a rising proportion of investment. The Harrod-Domar (Harrod 142 

1936, Domar 1941) growth model, later developed as the ‘endogenous growth model’, argues 143 

that growth depends on the quantity of capital input; more investment leads to capital 144 

accumulation, which generates economic growth.   145 

In China, the model had relevance. Average growth rates of capital stock in China (excluding 146 

housing) rose 9.7 % a year 1952-78 and 10.9 % in the post-Deng period (World Bank 2013a).  147 

Including inventories, the rate was even higher pre-Deng. It is this sustained accumulation, 148 

enabled in particular by surplus transfers from rural areas, that explains the success of 149 

industrialization and, to a large extent, the robust rate of GDP growth. 150 



 151 

Source: IMF, Author’s calculations 152 

But the Harrod-Domar model has a caveat. A rising proportion of the economy devoted to 153 

investment means any downturn in capital formation can have increasingly destabilising 154 

consequences. Thus it was necessary to revise China’s economic policy under Deng to reduce 155 

the impact of these destabilising influences. The Deng revolution was not to adopt CAF, as 156 

Lin claims, but to end administrative control of investment and replace it with Keynesian-157 

style stimulus and management that would boost private sector investment. 158 

In this interpretation, the Chinese model of development, ‘socialism with Chinese 159 

characteristics’, is in reality a radical version of Keynesianism according to Ross (Ross 160 

2013). It is different to Keynesian policies in the US and Europe, where budget deficits have 161 

been utilised, low central bank interest rates have been pursued and some forms of 162 

quantitative easing, driving down long term interest rates through central bank purchases of 163 

debt have been applied. “In China, in contrast, relatively limited budget deficits have been 164 

combined with low interest rates, a state-owned banking system and a huge state investment 165 

programme. While the West’s economic recovery programme has been timid, China has 166 

pursued full blooded policies of the type recognisable from Keynes General Theory as well 167 

as its own ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics”. Ross argues that it was Deng’s lack of 168 

ideology or commitment to either a market or state-led economic model (Deng: "I don't care 169 
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if the cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice.") that was the reason for China’s 170 

economic success.1 171 

The Marxist value model 172 

A third model of development can be constructed from Marxist theory. Most Marxist 173 

analyses of China consider that China is now capitalist (Harvey 2005, Arrighi 2009, Panitch 174 

and Gindin 2013).  But others reckon that the Chinese economic model has components 175 

clearly distinct from capitalism (Tiejun 2001, Amin 2013).2  In this Marxist model, China’s 176 

economic development is gauged from its ability to avoid the unstable impact of the law of 177 

value while also recognising its inexorable power. A Marxist model of China’s economic 178 

development does not start from looking at the comparative advantage of factors of 179 

production and or at the rate of savings or investment in an economy. Marxist theory starts 180 

from the law of value.3  181 

The neoclassical alternative for economies that, like China (and the Soviet Union), had 182 

restricted the law of value to the barest minimum through central planning, state ownership of 183 

industry and collectivisation of agriculture was ‘shock therapy’. This solution was imposed in 184 

Russia and Eastern Europe i.e. a switch from a centrally planned economy, heavily 185 

industrialised and nationalised, into a market economy, with foreign investment and 186 

privatisation overnight with disastrous consequences. 187 

Lin (2012) does not advocate ‘shock therapy’ for China, recognising the need for a ‘gradual’ 188 

switch from CAD to CAF policies, which he considers Deng did. But in the Marxist model, 189 

this means a gradual increase in the influence of the law of value into the Chinese economy; 190 

namely a bigger private sector, the accumulation of capital for profit, with prices determined 191 

by markets and not by a plan; and finally, the opening up of ‘free trade’, foreign investment, 192 

the ending of capital controls with a floating currency.  This is what Lin and the World Bank 193 

regularly advocate for China in the next decade.   194 

In contrast, the Marxist model recognises that it is not the absence of competition that 195 

produces imbalances and crises, with development alongside underdevelopment, wealth 196 

alongside poverty, employment alongside unemployment; it is competition itself.  The 197 

problem with the neoclassical model is that there is confusion between the theory of 198 

comparative cost advantage and comparative factor advantage (Shaikh 2016). It is one thing 199 

to note that China has or had plentiful supplies of labour to develop (comparative factor 200 

advantage); it is another to conclude that not investing in heavy industry, but just using light 201 

 

1 “Because in the US and Europe, of course, it is held that the colour of the cat matters very much. Only the 

private sector coloured cat is good, the state sector coloured cat is bad. Therefore, even if the private sector cat is 

catching insufficient mice (ie the economy is in severe recession), the state sector cat must not be used to catch 

them. In China, both cats have been let loose – and therefore far more mice are caught.” (Ross 2014). 
2 For a discussion of the different views, see Long, Herrera and Andréani (2018) 

3 Marx’s law of value argues that, under capitalism, production is not to meet consumer needs alone but 

primarily to obtain profit, Value can only be created by the exertion of human labour and surplus value (or 

profit) thus emerges when capitalist producers sell goods and services on a market for commodities for a price 

that is higher than the costs of production. That is possible because the value created by labour power is more 

than the value paid to labour power. Human labour is exploited in this way. For more on Marx’s law of value, 

see Roberts (2018).. 

https://monthlyreview.org/author/tonyandreani/


industry and cheap labour can deliver economic growth and a comparative cost advantage in 202 

global markets. China’s exceptional growth would not have been achieved by relying just on 203 

the ‘comparative advantages’ of cheap labour and agriculture, combined with foreign 204 

investment. 205 

Indeed, there is a growing contradiction between the expansion of industry and trade on 206 

world markets for China using its comparative factor advantages and the pressure of the law 207 

of value exerted through trade and foreign investment. The effects of foreign investment have 208 

a double impact. On the one hand, in the absence of foreign investment, China, like many 209 

other developing economies, would have had a structural trade deficit and foreign debt - or an 210 

import level restricted to the level supportable by a reduced export sector. However, the risk 211 

is that large-scale domestic industry would become dominated by foreign capital, side by side 212 

with backward industries in which local capital predominates. This might help the trade 213 

balance but would accelerate the devastation of local (capitalist and non-capitalist) 214 

production and act as a powerful blocking mechanism against the development of the 215 

indigenous forces of production. The destruction of native industry would displace more 216 

workers than can be newly employed in the relatively new hi-tech industries. This was the 217 

story of many new capitalist economies in the late 19th century onwards as developed by 218 

imperialist economies.  It remains the story of most of Africa, much of Latin America and 219 

parts of Asia.  220 

China remains the glaring exception. Why? Because as the Marxist model explains, the law 221 

of valuewhich operates in capitalist markets, foreign trade and investment was at first totally 222 

blocked and later controlled by a large state-owned sector, central planning and macro policy, 223 

as well as by restricted foreign ownership of new industries and controls on the flow of 224 

capital in and out of the country.4  225 

As leading Chinese economist Yongding (2014) put it: “China has to maintain its capital 226 

controls in the foreseeable future. If China were to lose control over its cross-border capital 227 

flows, it could lead to panic and so capital outflows would turn into an avalanche and 228 

eventually bring down the whole financial system.” It was these very restrictions that enabled 229 

China to expand investment and technology, employ swathes of labour and generally avoid 230 

control of its destiny by multinational combines, up to now.  231 

The neoclassical model now advocated for China by most mainstream economists, by many 232 

within the Chinese leadership and by outside international agencies deliberately fails to 233 

recognise the success of restricting the influence of the law of value in China’s development.  234 

 

4 Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel Prize winner in economics, concluded, reviewing the history of 

financial crises: “Capital account liberalization was the single most important factor leading 

to the crisis. I have come to this conclusion not just by carefully looking at what happened in 

the [Asian] region, but by looking at what happened in the almost one hundred other 

economic crises of the last quarter century… capital account liberalization represents risk 

without a reward.” (Stiglitz 2017 p20). 



The Keynesian analysis correctly looks at savings and investment as the key drivers of 235 

China’s development. But it also misses a key ingredient of economic development, the 236 

productivity of labour.  And, in so far as there is a private sector in a developing economy 237 

and world markets, then profitability is the other key indicator.  238 

The Marxist model argues that the level of productivity will decide economic growth because 239 

it reduces the cost of production and enables a developing nation to compete in world 240 

markets.  But in a capitalist economy where the law of value and markets operate, there is a 241 

contradiction: profitability.  In the Marxist model, there is a long-term inverse relationship 242 

between productivity and profitability (see Roberts 2018). As the former accelerates, the 243 

latter slows. Profitability comes into conflict with productivity growth in a capitalist economy 244 

and so will result in regular occurrences of crises in production.  A developing economy 245 

needs to restrict this conflict to a minimum.   246 

In a comparative study of models of economic growth, Vu Minh Khuong (Vu 2013) looked at 247 

productivity growth in developing economies.  Productivity growth can be achieved by, 248 

either increased capital and labour inputs, or from raising the quality of existing capital and 249 

labour.  Productivity accruing from ‘innovation’ is called total factor productivity (TFP) in 250 

mainstream economics (Solow 1954). 251 

Vu (2013, p242)claims that his analysis shows that: “the secret of the Asian growth model 252 

lies not in achieving high TFP growth but in sustaining reasonable TFP growth”.  According 253 

to Vu, capital investment inputs accounted for 54 % of the growth lead of developing Asian 254 

economies over the Western industrialized economies and for 62 % of developing Asia's lead 255 

over other developing economies. High capital investment was almost twice as important as 256 

productivity achieved from TFP increases in explaining Asia's growth lead over advanced 257 

economies. Indeed, as a country moves towards being an advanced economy, the role played 258 

by investment in its growth increases.  259 

However, in a recent report, the IMF found that higher TFP explained 1.5 % points of the 260 

1.75% points of higher average growth rate in developing economies in the 2000s prior to 261 

2008 compared to the 1990s (IMF 2013).  TFP growth turned positive in developing 262 

economies across all regions after declining in both Latin America and the Middle East and 263 

North Africa (MENA) region in the 1990s, although factor inputs still remained the main 264 

driver of output growth in developing economies throughout the 2000s. 265 

So even if China’s rapid growth was originally founded on a very high ratio of capital 266 

investment, as well as on cheap labour, it may be a different story from hereon.  Gross 267 

investment has averaged over 47 % of GDP since 2009.  But real GDP growth has been 268 

slowing. So China's return on new investment (or the productivity of capital input) is 269 

declining. Back in 2006, before the global crisis, it took 2.9 units of investment to increase 270 

real GDP by 1 unit. In 2017, it took 7.2 units. (Brookings 2019)  271 

In the Marxist model of capitalist development, productivity growth must be weighed against 272 

the contradiction of the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall (LTRPF) as capital is 273 

accumulated.  In so far as China’s private capitalist sector increases its contribution to the 274 



overall economy and the public sector’s role is reduced, then the profitability in the overall 275 

economy becomes relatively more important and the contradiction between productivity 276 

growth and profitability intensifies. Both the neoclassical and Keynesian models of 277 

development ignore this contradiction. 278 

There have been various attempts to estimate the rate of profit in China ( Bai,  Hsieh, Qian 279 

2006, Yu and Feng 2006, Roberts 2009, Gaulard 2010, Maito 2012, Qu 2013, Herrera and 280 

Long 2014, Qi 2017). The empirical evidence reveals three phases of profitability in 281 

China.  Between 1978-90, there was an upswing in profitability as production expanded from 282 

the Deng reforms and with the opening up of foreign trade. But from 1990 to the end of that 283 

decade, there was a fall, as over-investment gathered pace and other economies, particularly 284 

in the developing world, went through a series of crises (Mexico 1994, Asia 1997-8, Latin 285 

America 1998-01). The falling rate of profit then was accompanied by a slowing in the rate of 286 

GDP growth as the Marxist model would predict. However, from about 2001 onwards, there 287 

was a rise in profitability, which also saw a significant rise in the rate of economic growth (as 288 

the world too expanded at a credit-fuelled pace).   289 

 290 

Source: Chong et al (2006) and Qu et al. (2013), author’s calculations 291 

All these studies find that the driving factor behind the secular decline in China’s rate of 292 

profit on capital was a rising organic composition of capital, which is the Marxist term for the 293 

ratio of capital input (constant capital in Marxist terms) over labour input (variable capital).  294 

Increased exploitation of labour helped to counteract this secular decline in profitability, 295 

particularly in the 2000s, but has not done so since the end of the Great Recession in 2009. 296 
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But Marx’s LTRPF and law of value have not operated with the same intensity and impact in 297 

China as in the major capitalist economies.  The Great Recession and the subsequent Long 298 

Depression in the major capitalist economies confirm that. China’s real GDP growth and 299 

investment have outperformed all other G20 economies in the last ten years (including India, 300 

if its GDP is measured properly). 301 

In China’s “socialism with Chinese characteristics”, there has been a significant expansion of 302 

privately-owned companies, both foreign and domestic over the last 30 years, with the 303 

establishment of a stock market and other financial institutions. Indeed, most observers, using 304 

official data, reckon that private sector enterprises constitute around 60-70% of GDP and 305 

assets now.(Xinhua 2018)  306 

But this is misleading. Szamosszegi and Kyle, for the U.S.-China Economic and Security 307 

Review Commission analysed the influence of the state sector in China (2011). They defined 308 

the state sector as consisting of three main components: state-owned enterprises (SOEs) fully 309 

owned by the state through the State-owned Assets and Supervision and Administration 310 

Commission (SASAC); SOEs that are majority owners of enterprises that are not officially 311 

considered SOEs but are effectively controlled by their SOE owners; and entities, owned and 312 

controlled indirectly through SOE subsidiaries based inside and outside of China (SHEs). 313 

Urban collective enterprises and government-owned township and village enterprises (TVEs) 314 

also belong to the state sector but are not considered SOEs. 315 

The authors commented: “A common mistake is to assume that any entity that is not an SOE 316 

belongs to the private sector. There is a state sector, which consists of SOEs, and a non-state 317 

sector, which consists of firms with other forms of ownership, including pure private 318 

ownership by domestic and foreign natural persons and mixed ownership entities in which 319 

SOEs are part owners and/or controlling. For the vast majority of these listed firms, the 320 

largest shareholders are SOEs.” (p10). 321 

The Commission concluded that: “When data are analysed by sector, it becomes clear that 322 

SOEs and SHEs account for the majority of investments in most major sectors in the Chinese 323 

economy (p16).  SOEs and SHEs were responsible for 40 percent of China’s GDP and 45 324 

percent of non-agricultural GDP”.(p22)  The Commission went on: “Given additional 325 

information on the prevalence of SOE ownership in China’s capital markets, anecdotal and 326 

observed data on the prevalence of SOE ownership among LLCs and other ownership 327 

categories, and the SOE role in round-tripped FDI, it is reasonable to conclude that by 2009 328 

nearly half of China’s economic output could be attributable to either SOEs, SHEs, and other 329 

types of enterprises controlled by the SOEs indirectly. If the output of urban collective 330 

enterprises and the government-run proportion of TVEs are considered, the broadly defined 331 

state sector likely approximates 50 percent.”(p25) 332 

More recently, a study by Hsieh and Song (2015) found that “the transformation of China's 333 

industrial sector that began in the late 1990s was not simply a resource shift from the public 334 

to the private sector. It also involved policy changes that transformed the remaining state-335 

owned firms and created new ones.” (abstract).  Instead of using the official definitions of the 336 

https://www.nber.org/people/chang-tai_hsieh
https://www.nber.org/people/zheng_song


state sector, the authors used another approach to identify state ownership that included 337 

ownership by ‘a legal person’. More than two-thirds of these companies were directly or 338 

indirectly controlled by SASAC but legally registered as private.  When these private 339 

companies are redesignated as state-controlled, then SOEs still make up a substantial part of 340 

the national economy – roughly controlling 30 percent of the total secondary and tertiary 341 

assets, or over 50 percent of total industrial assets. The average size of SOEs is much bigger 342 

than their non-SOE peers, with average assets of the former equalling over 13 times of the 343 

latter. Hsieh and Song (2015), pp9-10). 344 

WorldView (Stratfor 2018) found that “80-90 % of SOEs are concentrated in vital or high-345 

profit industries such as finance, power, energy, telecommunications and defence 346 

manufacturing. And these enterprises — particularly the roughly 100 centrally administered 347 

SOEs — have grown much bigger. By 2017, the assets of these enterprises alone had reached 348 

72 trillion yuan ($10.4 trillion), up more than tenfold from 2003 and almost equivalent to 349 

China's total GDP for that year. Since 2013, SOEs have received more than 60 percent of all 350 

new loans in China each year, peaking at 78 percent in 2016.”  351 

In another survey by Milhaupt and Zheng from the Paulson Policy Memorandum (2016), of 352 

government or party affiliations of the founders or de facto controllers of China’s 100 largest 353 

private firms (by revenue) as ranked by the China National Association of Industry and 354 

Commerce, as well as China’s top ten private internet firms (by revenue), as ranked by the 355 

China Internet Association, 95 out of the top 100 private firms and eight out of the top ten 356 

internet firms had a founder or de facto controller who was currently or formerly a member of 357 

central or local political organizations such as People’s Congresses and People’s Political 358 

Consultative Conferences. One recent survey by the Central Organisation Department, the 359 

party’s personnel body, found that 68% of China’s private companies had party bodies by 360 

2016, and 70% of foreign enterprises. (McGregor 2019) 361 

For example, Huawei, China’s largest telecommunications equipment maker shares are held 362 

by its employees, in particular, the state-controlled trade union (although it is argued that the 363 

union has no say in corporate governance).  Also, state-controlled industrial associations 364 

actively supervise the operations of private firms in their respective industries and have 365 

retained much, if not all, of the power exercised by their state predecessors.  Private firms are 366 

prodded or even forced to participate in state-led industrial restructuring efforts. The right of 367 

corporate ownership must yield to the state’s plans for restructuring an industry. (Milhaupt 368 

and Zheng, 2015). 369 

So it can be argued that even now much  of employment and investment is still undertaken by 370 

publicly-owned companies or by institutions that are under the direction and control of the 371 

Communist party.5 The biggest part of China’s world-beating industry is not foreign-owned 372 

 

5 Again, the employment share depends on what you consider is private sector in China.  The usual statistics 

reckon that the state sector has only one-third of urban workforce.  But decomposing the private sector into 

companies that have state minority stakes and depend on state funding, then ‘state sector’ employment will be 

higher. 



multinationals, but Chinese state-owned enterprises. The major banks are state-owned and 373 

their lending and deposit policies are directed by the government (much to the chagrin of 374 

China’s central bank and other pro-capitalist elements).  There is no free flow of foreign 375 

capital into and out of China.  Capital controls are imposed and enforced; and the currency’s 376 

value is fixed in a narrow band to set economic targets (much to the annoyance of the US 377 

Congress). 378 

The size and influence of the state sector in China is not replicated in any other economy.  379 

The IMF public sector database (IMF 2017) shows that public sector stock to GDP stands at 380 

150 %; well ahead of that other Asian miracle of the past, Japan; and three times larger than 381 

in India or the US.  Public sector assets are over three times larger than the private sector, 382 

while in every other major economy, private sector assets are larger.  Public investment in 383 

China is annually 16 % of GDP compared to less than 4 % in the US or the UK. China is 384 

home to 109 corporations listed on the Fortune Global 500 - but only 15 % of those are 385 

privately owned. 386 

 387 

 388 

Source: IMF Investment and Capital Stock database, Author’s calculations.  Averages for 389 

period 2010-14 390 

At the same time, the single party state machine infiltrates all levels of industry and activity 391 

in China. According to an analysisby Joseph Fang and others (Fang et al. 2013),claimed that 392 

“The Chinese Communist Party (CCP), by controlling the career advancement of all senior 393 

personnel in all regulatory agencies, all state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and virtually all 394 

major financial institutions state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and senior Party positions in all 395 
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but the smallest non-SOE enterprises, retains sole possession of Lenin’s Commanding 396 

Heights.” (p1). 397 

The CCP Organization Department (CCP OD) managing all senior promotions throughout all 398 

major banks, regulators, government ministries and agencies, SOEs, and even many 399 

officially-designated non-SOE enterprises. The Party promotes people through banks, 400 

regulatory agencies, enterprises, governments, and Party organs, handling much of the 401 

national economy in one huge human resources management chart. In listed companies, each 402 

enterprise also has a Communist Party Committee, headed by a Communist Party Secretary. 403 

These advise the CEO on critical decisions and are kept informed by Party cells throughout 404 

the enterprise that also monitor the implementation of party policies. Indeed, the Party 405 

Secretary plays a leading role in major decisions and can overrule or bypass the CEO and 406 

board if necessary. 407 

Companies including Alibaba already have communist cells embedded in their operations 408 

and top executives spend much of their time dealing with government officials on policy and 409 

other issues. Fraser Howie, co-author of Red Capitalism (2011), said the move highlighted 410 

how ostensibly private companies are “state overseen enterprises”. “All Chinese corporates 411 

are effectively either state owned enterprises or state overseen enterprises,” he said. “And 412 

there seems to be no move to get away from that and indeed more and more effort to make it 413 

very clear the private sector are beholden to the Party.”6 414 

The future of China’s development 415 

But what of the future? Let us consider what the three models suggest? If Lin and others of 416 

the neoclassical CAF school are correct, then China needs drastic restructuring of its 417 

economic model. The argument goes that China is now a ‘middle-income’ (capitalist) 418 

economy and unless it allows the market to rule, it will not close the gap in productivity and 419 

income per head with the advanced, older capitalist economies. 420 

The argument of the Sinology ‘experts’ of mainstream economics is that only ‘turning to the 421 

market’ will enable China to escape from the so-called ‘middle income trap’.7 They mean 422 

that, to begin with, ‘emerging economies’ can grow fast with big capital investment and 423 

exports using cheap labour and new technology – the Chinese model. But less than a fifth of 424 

the 180 countries in the world have made it to being advanced economies. Of the 101 425 

countries that were “middle-income” in 1960, only 13 had managed to break from the pack to 426 

become advanced economies by 2008 (World Bank 2013a).   427 

 

6 As quoted in the Financial Times, 23 September, 2019, https://www.ft.com/content/055a1864-ddd3-11e9-

b112-9624ec9edc59  
7 Two prominent and recent narratives along these lines are by Nicholas Lardy, The state strikes back: the end of 

economic reform in China? (2019), https://www.piie.com/bookstore/state-strikes-back-end-economic-reform-

china and George Magnus, with Red Flags: Why Xi’s China is in Jeopardy (2018, Yale University Press 

(2018)https://georgemagnus.com/ 

https://www.ft.com/content/055a1864-ddd3-11e9-b112-9624ec9edc59
https://www.ft.com/content/055a1864-ddd3-11e9-b112-9624ec9edc59
https://www.piie.com/bookstore/state-strikes-back-end-economic-reform-china
https://www.piie.com/bookstore/state-strikes-back-end-economic-reform-china
https://georgemagnus.com/


One reason why countries get stuck in this “middle-income trap” is that they reach what is 428 

known as the ‘Lewis Point’, after the left economist of the 1950s, Arthur Lewis (Lewis 429 

1954). Put simply, this is the point at which a developing country stops being able to achieve 430 

rapid growth relatively easily, by taking rural workers doing unproductive farm labour and 431 

putting them to work in factories and cities instead.  At a certain point, this ‘reserve army of 432 

labour’ is exhausted, urban wages rise, incomes reach a certain level and a ‘middle-class’ 433 

emerges. Distorting Lewis’ theory, mainstream economics asserts that then there must be a 434 

switch to boosting domestic consumption that a state-led economy cannot do. So the cry is 435 

“liberalise with free trade and capital – that’s the only way to move on” (McGregor 2010).  436 

A World Bank report (World Bank 2013b), taking up Lin’s and other neoclassical views and 437 

published in conjunction with China’s advisory body, the Development Research Center of 438 

China’s State Council, argued that there would be an economic crisis in China unless state-439 

run firms were scaled back. The report said the answer was to set up ‘asset-management 440 

firms’ to sell off state industries, overhaul local government finances and promote 441 

‘competition and entrepreneurship’.  442 

But is this scenario of the ‘middle-income’ trap really due to the loss of ‘comparative 443 

advantage’ in cheap labour, Lewis-point style? Or is it due to the failure of developing 444 

capitalist economies to raise productivity and sustain investment in technology and human 445 

capital in the face of cycles of falling profitability and global crises, often engendered in the 446 

mature capitalist economies and thus outside the control of individual national economies?  447 

It is no accident that only two large developing capitalist economies have succeeded in 448 

becoming part of the rich capitalist club in the last 50 years. Measured in GDP per capita and 449 

starting at $3000 per head (PPP real) 40 years ago, Taiwan and Korea now have per capita 450 

GDPs over $25,000. In the same period, no other Asian (large) tiger or Latin American 451 

economy has risen above $13,000 - still within the World Bank’s middle income range.   452 

Taiwan was a special client state of the US and also benefited hugely from China’s own 453 

expansion and from Japanese trade. Korea also had a special trade agreement with US. Both 454 

economies had large state holding companies, military regimes that restricted ‘free markets’ 455 

and were oriented to investment in heavy industry and technology – not the neoclassical 456 

model. Interestingly, at its current stage in this process, China’s per capita GDP is higher and 457 

growing much faster than even Taiwan and Korea were at their take-offs. 458 

In a recent monumental study of the ‘Asian economic miracle’, called ironically, Reda Cherif 459 

and Fuad Hasanov for the IMF concluded that “high sustained growth” was the result of what 460 

it called “True Industrial Policy” (TIP) where “the state set ambitious goals, managed to 461 

adapt fast, and imposed accountability for its support to industries and firms. We argue that 462 

TIP was based on the state intervention to facilitate the move of domestic firms into 463 

sophisticated sectors beyond the existing comparative advantage.” (p63)The IMF economists’ 464 

conclusion directly contradicts the neoclassical model of comparative advantage that 465 

promotes “import substitution industrialization strategies, prevalent until the late 1980s 466 



among developing economies” because “that led to inefficiencies, lack of innovation, and 467 

persistent dependence on key imported inputs.”(p63) (Cherif and Hasanov, IMF 2019). 468 

The development challenge ahead for China is not ‘rebalancing’ the economy away from 469 

investment towards consumption, but to raise productivity growth through innovation in a 470 

new period of an ageing and falling working population. Growth comes either from 471 

increasing capital and labour inputs or from higher productivity. And it is in the latter that 472 

China must deliver. In this area, China has a long way to go, but it is catching up. 473 

 474 

Source: OECD, World Bank, Author’s calculations 475 

Almost half of China’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth since 1978 was from capital 476 

deepening, about a third was from productivity, measured by total factor productivity (TFP), 477 

and the rest was from an expanding labour force and investments in human capital (World 478 

Bank 2019). Consistent with the recent slowdown of TFP growth, China’s labour 479 

productivity growth has also been declining. 480 

China’s average productivity level is just 20 % of the US.  And the US economy remains 481 

highly productive even compared to other advanced economies. While the US share of global 482 

research and development (R&D) has declined, in part due to a rapid increase in China’s 483 

share, the US remains the global R&D leader, accounting for nearly 30 % of the world total.  484 

Data on patents granted—either total or specifically abroad—show that the US share has held 485 

roughly steady at around 20 %.  China’s share of total patents granted has risen very rapidly 486 
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over the last decade to over 20 %, but most patents granted to Chinese innovators have come 487 

from the domestic patent office, with far fewer granted abroad.8 488 

Knowledge and technology intensive (KTI) industries contribute 38 % of US GDP, the 489 

highest of any major economy. But China is not far behind at 35 %, unusually high for a 490 

developing economy. While the US is the largest producer of high-tech goods, its share of 491 

world exports has shrunk considerably while China’s share has grown. China’s R&D 492 

intensity, measured by R&D spending as a percentage of GDP, was 2.1 % of GDP versus 493 

2.8 % for the US. Indeed, China has seen an almost 160 % increase in intellectual property 494 

receipts from the world in the past decade, compared with an 11 % increase for the US over 495 

the same time frame, which indicates China’s increased knowledge diffusion throughout the 496 

world (Santacreu and Makenzie, 2019). 497 

China’s recent policies have focused on fostering discovery and new technologies. 498 

Investments in new technologies as China remains, on average, quite distant from the global 499 

technology frontier and thus has substantial remaining potential for catch-up). According to 500 

the World Bank, China could double its GDP simply by catching up to OECD countries in its 501 

TFP. (World Bank 2012). 502 

The global innovation index—developed by the World Intellectual Property Organization 503 

(WIPO), INSEAD, and Cornell University—shows that China’s innovation capacity has been 504 

improving steadily. China is moving up in cross-country rankings, from 29 in 2011 to 17 in 505 

2018, and it is the highest-ranking middle-income country and the first middle-income 506 

country to join the 20 most innovative. (WIPO 2019) 507 

The biggest threat to US hegemony in R&D and innovation technology is Beijing’s plan to 508 

replicate foreign technologies and foster national champions that can take them global. A 509 

program launched in 2015, called ‘Made in China 2025’, aims to make the country 510 

competitive within a decade in ten industries, including aircraft, new energy vehicles, and 511 

biotechnology. China, under Xi, aims not just to be the manufacturing centre of the global 512 

economy but also to take a lead in innovation and technology that will rival that of the US 513 

and other advanced capitalist economies within a generation. Beijing aims to boost the share 514 

of domestically made robots to more than 50 % of total sales by 2020, from 31 % in 2018. 515 

(China Briefing 2018) 516 

Under Xi, China has also redoubled efforts to build its own semiconductor industry. The 517 

country buys about 59 % of the chips sold around the world, but in-country manufacturers 518 

account for only 16 % of the industry’s global sales revenue, according to PwC (Bloomberg 519 

2018). To rectify that, Made in China 2025 earmarks $150 billion in spending over ten 520 

years.  These moves by China are at the heart of the trade war hotting up with the US. US 521 

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross has described the Made in China plan as an “attack” on 522 

“American genius.” (Woodward 2018). Then there is China’s Belt and Road Initiative, a 523 

 

8 Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, April 2018 

http://www.cbbc.org/mic2025/


global development strategy involving infrastructure development and investments in 152 524 

countries and international organizations.9 525 

China’s exports have soared in dollar terms—17 percent annually in the past two decades—526 

and its export market shares for both gross trade and added value have risen significantly. 527 

The contribution of China’s exports to its growth has been falling with the slowdown in 528 

global trade since the global financial crisis of 2008, but its share of global trade has been 529 

rising. China’s share of global exports of goods increased from only 3.9 percent in 2000 to 530 

14.6 percent in 2017. (World Trade Organization 2019). 531 

Foreign investments have been critical for China’s export growth and international 532 

competitiveness. Foreign-invested enterprises contributed to nearly half of China’s imports 533 

and exports, one-fourth of industrial output, and one-fifth of tax revenue in 2017. China was 534 

the second-largest destination for FDI in the world, after the United States, in 2018. 535 

According to the World Investment Report 2017 (UNCTAD 2017), multinational firms 536 

consider China the second-most-preferred destination for cross-border investment in the 537 

world. China has evolved from being a net importer of FDI to a net exporter in 2016.  Despite 538 

experiencing a sharp decline in 2017, China’s outbound investments were the third-largest in 539 

the world. China’s FDI and ODI still have room to grow.  540 

China’s drive under Xi for technological equality and higher productivity through innovation 541 

does not follow the neoclassical school development model that is ‘consumption-led’ and 542 

dominated by markets. But the supporters of this model dominate the development 543 

discussion.  The neoclassical model remains full of holes. It is not true that the Chinese 544 

economy has restricted consumption. Consumption may have fallen as a share of GDP during 545 

the fast pace of investment expansion and urbanisation of the last 40 years, but real 546 

consumption in China has been growing at 8.8% annually for over two decades — the highest 547 

of any major economy. 10 548 

What has happened with the relative ‘liberalisation’ of the economy, the expansion of the 549 

private sector, global trade and investment is the encroachment of the law of value into new 550 

areas of the economy and with it, a huge rise in the inequality of wealth and income. China’s 551 

gini coefficient, an index of income inequality, according to Xie and Zhou (2014) rose from 552 

0.30 in 1978, when the Communist Party began to open the economy to market forces, to 553 

0.49by 2008  . This rise was partly the result of the urbanisation of the economy as rural 554 

peasants move to the cities. Urban wages in the sweatshops and factories are increasingly 555 

leaving peasant incomes behind (not that those urban wages are anything to write home about 556 

when workers assembling Apple i-pads are paid under $2 an hour). But it is also partly the 557 

result of the elite controlling the levers of power, while allowing some Chinese billionaires to 558 

flourish.  Urbanisation has slowed since the Great Recession (from a peak annual rate of 559 

 

9 “Belt" refers to the overland routes for road and rail transportation, called "the Silk Road Economic Belt"; 

whereas "Road" refers to the sea routes, or the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. 
10 Author’s calculation from World Bank Development Indicators 1995-2018 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_transport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Road_transport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rail_transport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maritime_transport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/21st_Century_Maritime_Silk_Road


3.75% before to just 1.3% after11), and so has economic growth – and from 2008,  China’s 560 

gini inequality index fell back a little, if still at a high level.12 561 

 562 

Source: China National Bureau of Statistics 563 

The debate within the leadership will continue about which way to take China: towards a full 564 

market economy open to the winds of global capitalism or to stay as they are. The Chinese 565 

Communist party’s Third Plenum of the 18th Congress in 2013 discussed what to do about 566 

China over the following five to ten years. The third plenum did not really commit to 567 

anything like ‘free market’ capitalism. There was no change in the general philosophy of 568 

‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ and thus the maintenance of the dominance of the 569 

state sector. Also, there would be no move towards ‘democracy’ or control of even local legal 570 

systems and decisions by the people. On the contrary, the leadership has set up even more 571 

repressive state security services to monitor and control the population and curb any 572 

dissidence.13 573 

This trade and technology trade war that is intensifying with the US will set the parameters 574 

for China’s development over the next decades. China’s development over the last 40 years 575 

through state-directed and controlled planning and enterprises, combined with an expansion 576 

of a private sector has been unique in its formation. The next stage is one where the 577 

development model must be directed towards productivity growth in an environment where 578 

 

11 Urban population as percentage of total population, China Statistical Yearbook, 2017 
12 China National Statistical Bureau 
13 "China issues detailed reform roadmap". Xinhua News Agency (15 November 2013 
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the profitability of capital remains a serious obstacle. And now there is added risk of growing 579 

economic and political confrontation with the hegemonic power of the US which seeks to clip 580 

the wings of China’s crane.  581 
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